
Step up from mass market audio to see and hear authentic Crafted in Canada quality with a big performance 
statement. Step up to exclusive audio technologies, backed by fundamental research. Premier is an audio 
experience unlike anything else in its class. Crafted in Canada means complete control over every aspect of 
design, manufacture, and tuning, resulting in a loudspeaker that defies convention in every sense.
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February 2018
http://bit.ly/2GcbU7m
“The Premier range is far from the 

most expensive in Paradigm’s speaker lineup, but the performance 
and build quality that it offers lets it compete with speakers twice the price.”  
– Thomas J. Norton

January 2019
http://bit.ly/2RAHwJW
[YouTube] Paradigm Premier 800F Speakers Unboxing

December 2018
http://bit.ly/2LsFvcF
“For me, their chief 

attribute is their high sound quality: these are a terrific-sounding set of 
speakers. I can’t really pick out a specific aspect they do especially well in because 
they are such a well-balanced design. They image well, they are tonally-neutral, they 
have very good dynamic range, and they have reasonably uniform off-axis dispersion. 
It all adds up to a great listening experience.” – James Larson



October 2018
http://bit.ly/2C80wXy
“There’s a lot to like about the Paradigm 800F floorstanders. First and foremost, they sound musically 

authentic, with a large, generous and inviting sound that does everything from classic symphonies to hard rockers full justice. But there’s also 
ample attention to detail, and plenty of insight, ensuring that the Paradigms are able to get under the skin of the music, and to extract more 
than just mere notes and rhythms. Add superb composure, and a tonal range broad enough to make those low notes come alive and upper 
trebles to glisten with truthfulness, and you have a musically talented, wholly entertaining speaker that can stand its ground against rivals 
costing a lot more.” – Deon Schoeman
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